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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The Save New Barnet community group was set up in 2008 in response to planning proposals for two new
superstores and since then it has provided a ‘voice’ for a range of other local concerns such as recently
announced changes to the 384 bus route. In 2008, the focus of the group was to ensure that any new
developments served to enhance the neighbourhood rather than detract from it. It was and still is keen for
development to take place but in an appropriate form; supermarket development on the gasworks site
represented a lost opportunity to reconnect the site with the Recreation Ground and the surrounding area.
In 2009, the group produced a community led design which was drawn up as a masterplan covering the
gasworks site and Victoria Recreation Ground. The pool, relocated on the eastern edge of the park, has now
been built.

The 2009 SNB masterplan as reproduced in Levitt Bernstein’s DAS.
The SNB community led masterplan informed the Levitt Bernstein (LB) proposal which gained planning
permission in 2014. The LB scheme refined and worked up the SNB masterplan but the original layout, which
was drawn as a contextual response to the site, is still apparent in the approved 2014 scheme. This was
subsequently amended (2016 and 2017), in response to pressure to increase density on the site. The original
306 dwellings were increased to 371 – an increase of just over 20% - and residents reached a compromise
with the developer, accepting a single tall building of eight storeys. Whilst this increased density (122u/ha)
represented overdevelopment for a suburban area with a moderate PTAL rating, many key features of the of
the original community masterplan were retained.
The current proposal, by contrast, ignores and dismisses over a decade of community involvement in the
planning process. It has been drawn up without reference to the previous scheme and without proper
consultation either with the local community or with consultees. By increasing density without due
consideration of context, the new proposals represent a significant reduction in design quality relative to the
approved design and contravene a raft of planning policies and design standards.
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1.2 Scope
This appraisal compares the approved scheme of September 2014 (as amended in 2016 and 2017) and the
proposed scheme submitted April 2020 by Fairview New Homes Ltd. Since the proposed scheme retains
Blocks H and J, albeit with some amendments to the layout and elevations, these are not included in the
critique.
This report explains in detail:
 How the current proposals are inferior to the approved scheme in terms of design.
 How the current proposals ignore the original community led masterplan.
 How the current proposals fail to comply with planning policy and accepted standards of good design.
Good design is a material consideration for planning and is enshrined in planning policy at national, regional
and local level:
National Policy (NPPF, Section 12: Achieving well-designed places)



Para 124. ‘The creation of high-quality buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning and
development process should achieve. Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development…’
Para 127. ‘Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments… are visually attractive as a
result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and effective landscaping’

Regional Policy (London Plan, Policy 3.5 – Quality and Design of Housing Developments)


‘Housing developments should be of the highest quality internally, externally and in relation to their
context and to the wider environment, taking account of strategic policies in the London Plan to protect
and enhance London’s residential environment and attractiveness as a place to live’.

Local Plan: SPD Residential Development, section 1.3


‘Barnet’s Three Strands Approach highlights that the design, layout and use of the built environment can
affect the quality of people's lives as well as having an impact on the perception of Barnet as a place and
on the vitality of the area. The council want to provide the right type of housing in the right places using
the Local Plan to encourage developers to think creatively about design and layout solutions which
respect the generally low-rise suburban character of the borough. By doing this they can provide quality
homes and housing choice which can help meet peoples’ housing aspirations.’
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2 Planning documents referred to in this appraisal
2.1 List of planning documents






National Planning Policy Framework
The London Plan
Local Plan (2012): Core Strategy, Development Management Policies and SPG (residential design
guidance)
London Housing Design Guide
New Barnet Town Centre Framework

2.2 London Housing Design Guide as a material consideration
Requirements in the Mayor’s Housing Design Guide are set out in terms of a ‘baseline ’standard and a ‘good
standard’. Barnet’s SPD on housing clearly states that ‘any development failing to meet a number of
baseline standards is unlikely to be acceptable ‘(2.6). Failure to meet baseline standards (defined as
‘priority one’ in the Mayor’s Housing SPG) should therefore be regarded as a material consideration. The
table below highlights areas covered in this report where the proposed scheme fails to meet baseline
standards.
Summary of baseline standards in the Mayor’s London Housing SPG *not met in the proposed scheme.
1.0 Shaping
1.1.1 Development proposals should demonstrate:
See
Good Places
• how the design responds to its physical context, including the character and
sections
legibility of the area and the local pattern of building, public space, landscape
3-4
and topography
1.2 Outdoor
1.2.2 For developments with a potential occupancy of ten children or more,
See
spaces
development proposals should make appropriate play provision in accordance section 7
with the London Plan SPG, Providing for Children and Young People’s Play and
Informal Recreation
1.2.3 Where communal open space is provided, development proposals should
demonstrate that the space: is designed to take advantage of direct sunlight;
2.1
2.1.1 Development proposals should demonstrate how the density of
See 3.5
Appropriate
residential accommodation satisfies London Plan policy relating to public
density
transport accessibility level (PTAL) and the accessibility of local amenities and
services, and is appropriate to the location in London.
2.2 Residential 2.2.1 Development proposals should demonstrate how the mix of dwelling
See
Mix
sizes and the mix of tenures meet strategic and local borough targets and are
section 8
appropriate to the location in London.
3.0 From street 3.2.3 Where dwellings are accessed via an internal corridor, the corridor
See
to Front Door
should receive natural light and adequate ventilation.
section 9
4.10.1
A minimum of 5 sq m of private outdoor space should be provided for 1-2
See
Private open
person dwellings and an extra 1 sq m should be provided for each additional
section 3
space
occupant.
5.1.1
Design proposals should demonstrate how habitable rooms within each
See
Home as a
dwelling are provided with an adequate level of privacy in relation to
section 6
place of retreat neighbouring property and the street and other public spaces.
* Sections covered include 1, 2, 3 and 5. Lack of dimensional information on drawings means that it has not
been possible to assess section 4. Section 6 (Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation)is not included.
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3 Height and Massing
3.1 General Approach
The applicant for the proposed scheme states that the immediate context of the site in terms of built form is
the ‘range of two and occasionally three storey semi- detached and terraced houses located to the south and
east of the site’ and ‘a number of two storey buildings’ in the south west corner’. (Planning statement 2.3).
It is further stated that ‘the scale of the proposal is designed to respond to its surrounding context’ (Design
and Access Statement -DAS -section 7). This assertion is not supported by the drawings.
Attempts to link the building heights with the gas cylinder and buildings on Station Road are misleading: the
gas cylinder will eventually be demolished (and in any case does not ‘read’ like a solid building), and the
Station Road buildings (which are, in fact, on higher ground) are too far from the site to have any visual
impact on the proposals. Part One of the DAS opens with a photo of the curved three storey terrace facing
the war memorial, entitled ’Character of New Barnet’ and yet the DAS then seeks to justify the height of the
proposal by reference to buildings erected in the late twentieth century which are not sympathetic to this
context. The anonymity of the chosen reference buildings is illustrated by the fact that one of them (the
glazed green block) has an almost identical replica in Enfield. These buildings do not make a positive
contribution to the public realm and are a poor choice in terms of design aspiration for New Barnet.

‘Character of New Barnet’

+

context of the site

=

high rise massing strategy?

3.2 Height and Massing Comparison
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Uniform rectilinear massing of high rise blocks.
Lower sections read as ‘stuck-on’.
The proposed scheme comprises twelve new blocks,
ten of which are seven floors or more. Of these, four
are classified by Barnet as ‘tall buildings’, being eight
storeys or more, and the tallest is ten storeys.
Schedule of building heights
5 storey blocks
6 storey blocks
7 storey blocks
8 storey blocks
9 storey blocks
10 storey blocks

2No.
-.
6No.
1No.
2No.
1No.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Careful articulation of massing in a low rise setting.
Upper floors are set back.
The approved scheme has five blocks of five storeys
and a single eight storey block. A four storey terrace
runs along the western edge of the site - a direct
response to the local context.
Schedule of building heights
5 storey blocks
5No.
6 storey blocks
-.
7 storey blocks
8 storey blocks
1No.
9 storey blocks
-.
10 storey blocks
-
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Height and Massing Comparison (contd)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Uniform, monolithic massing
In terms of massing, the blocks are utilitarian
rectilinear buildings. Where there has been a
reduction of units at upper floor level, this is
achieved by treating the lower part as a simple
‘stuck-on’ section. This approach is clearly
illustrated in blocks backing onto the courtyard
gardens (below) and has a negligible effect in
reducing the overall impression of height. In
building terms this is no doubt a cheaper option,
minimizing the additional structure to support
partial setbacks on upper floors. However, this lack
of richness in massing results in a monolithic effect
and a reduction in visual amenity.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Three dimensional modelling; upper floors set back
All the flat blocks have setbacks at the upper floors.
The five storey blocks read as four storeys with a top
(fifth) floor comparable to the attic floor in traditional
buildings. The effect of these setbacks is that from
the ground, the bulk of the building is reduced. The
setbacks combine with variation of the internal floor
plans on each floor, to create carefully modelled
blocks with greater visual interest.
In Block B, for example, no single floor plan is the
same. The building is articulated around its two cores
with only one rising to a fourth floor, creating an
undulating profile which, together with setbacks both
at third and fourth floor level, is visually varied and
exciting.
Blocks C to F achieve a similar effect with setbacks at
third and fourth floor level. At fourth floor level there
is a continuous terrace around the entire perimeter.

Seven storey flats (B2, C2, D2); rectilinear planning
reflected in repetitive, ‘blocky’ massing with lower
sections appearing ‘stuck on’.
This uniformity is particularly evident in aerial views
of the site: to achieve extra height, the middle
blocks have simply been ‘extruded’ upwards,
resulting in a dominant impression of a ‘wall’ of
building in surrounding external spaces.

Five storey flat blocks (C – F); plans and sections are
manipulated to achieve three dimensionally modelled
buildings. Setbacks reduce the impression of overall
height.

The undulating profile of Block B breaks down the overall
mass of the building.
Aerial views highlight the utilitarian uniformity of the
blocks.
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Height and Massing Comparison (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:

APPROVED SCHEME:
Three dimensionally
modelled buildings; the
play of light and shadow
(for example the
addition of oriel
windows) adds depth to
the facades. Setbacks
provide generous
amenity space. (see
below)

Flat facades create
a ‘wall’ of building
with little visual
relief which
dominates
surrounding open
spaces. Building
profiles, like the
plans, are
rectilinear

Limiting effect of massing strategy on private
outdoor space
One knock-on effect of this type of design approach
is that provision of outdoor space for dwellings is
restricted either to clip-on or inset balconies. Where
balconies are inset, dwelling sizes are compromised.
For example, the east facing one-bed (1P) flat in
Block A (see plan on p.24) is set at the reduced
permissible minimum (under NDSS) of 37m2, with a
shower room rather than a bathroom.

‘Knock on’ advantages of massing strategy on
private outdoor space
Reducing the number of flats on upper floors to
create setbacks enhances the quality of the flats by
providing spacious outdoor terraces without
compromising the overall area of individual flats.
Visually, the modelling of the façade at upper levels
combined with projecting bays and clip on balconies
greatly enhances visual amenity.

There is a significant overall shortfall of private
external space in this scheme: there should be 9,475
sqm (5 sqm x 1895 habitable rooms) but only 5699.4
sqm is provided. This is a shortfall of 40% (3775.6
sqm less than required). An area of 3,383sqm
shared outdoor amenity space brings the total
outdoor amenity space to 9082.4sqm (Planning
statement 7.44-7.45). But this is still less than the
target for private external space and approximately
1500sqm smaller than outdoor amenity space in the
approved scheme even though there are 281 more
dwellings in the current proposal.

There is less of a shortfall of private external space in
this scheme - approximately 30%). However,
building at lower density means that more shared
outdoor amenity space can be provided; an area of
5102.6* sqm brings the total outdoor amenity space
to 10,570 sqm*. This is a greater area than the
proposed scheme and combined with the lower
densities represents much better provision of
outdoor amenity space, both private and
communal.
(*Figures from 2014 DAS. The 2017 DAS addendum states
that amendments are 100% compliant with the SPG)

3.3 Planning policies affecting height and massing
National Policy (NPPF)
‘Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments… are sympathetic to local character and
history, including the surrounding built environment and landscape setting …’ (para 127)
Local plan: Core Strategy (2012)



Section 2.4.3 states that new development should ‘protect and enhance our built environment by
ensuring that development respects local context…’
Policy CS 5, para 10.6, identifies strategic sites where tall building (8 or more storeys) may be considered.
It clearly states that ‘Outside of these specific locations, proposals for tall buildings will not be
supported.’ The gasworks site is not one of those identified as suitable for tall buildings.
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Local plan: Development Management Policies




DM1: ‘Development proposals should be based on an understanding of local characteristics. Proposals
should preserve or enhance local character and respect the appearance, scale, mass, height and pattern
of surrounding buildings, spaces and streets.’
DM05: ‘Tall buildings outside the strategic locations identified in the Core Strategy will not be considered
acceptable ‘

New Barnet Town Centre Framework





‘… new development across the whole framework area should reflect the existing predominantly low
level suburban context’ (Building Heights, Scale, and Massing 4.5)
‘Building heights should be appropriate to the wider suburban context.’ (Development Principle 4.3)
‘The Council expects the highest standards of design in New Barnet which reflects the character of the
surrounding suburban area. ‘(Architecture 4.8)
Chapter Eight identifies the site as an opportunity site for redevelopment and defines the ‘Scale/
quantum’ as ‘up to 4/5 storeys along railway line (to act as a buffer). Appropriate heights to reflect the
low level suburban nature of the surrounding area elsewhere.’

3.4 Inappropriate use of precedent in an attempt to justify breaching CS 5 (and DM05)
The DAS (proposed scheme) cites Hyde Estate Road in Colindale as a precedent for breaching Barnet’s policy
on tall buildings. This is not comparable. The Colindale site borders areas of anonymous, semi industrial land
along approximately half of its perimeter where large footprints of industrial units are dominant. Looking at
the OS map, the urban grain in Colindale is mixed with pockets of smaller scale residential terraces lying
slightly further from the site boundary. In New Barnet, the site lies within a coherent and relatively intact
pattern of Victorian residential streets adjacent to a local recreation ground. There are no anonymous
industrial units and the single large footprint in the area (Sainsbury’s) is some way away. It can be seen from
the urban grain of the site plans that the contexts of the two sites are very different.
COLINDALE AERIAL VIEW

NEW BARNET AERIAL VIEW

Industrial units

Hyde Estate
Road site

Victoria
Quarter
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3.5 Misapplication of PTAL (Public Transport Accessibility Level) to justify density
PTAL ratings are designed to ensure that development is appropriate to what can be supported by existing
local services. Planning policy relating to PTAL is set out in the London Plan and adopted in Barnet’s Local
Plan (see below). The DAS (proposed scheme) states that a PTAL rating of 3 applies across the whole site. In
fact, only the southern end of the site achieves this rating whilst approximately half the site achieves a lower
level (mostly 1a with very small areas of 1b and 2). Six of the new blocks of flats (a total of 312 flats) lie
within this lower PTAL area.
Notwithstanding this discrepancy, the London Plan guidance for a ‘suburban environment’ like New Barnet
with a (PTAL) rating of between 1 and 3, shows the density should be in the range of 50 to 95 u/ha (units per
hectare). Even in an ‘urban’ setting the maximum permissible (for PTAL 3) is 170 u/ha. However, the
proposal provides a density of 215u/ha which is the equivalent of the highest density band of a central
(city) location (see definition of ‘central’ below). The London plan (Policy 3.4) states that ‘Development
proposals which compromise this policy should be resisted’. Barnet’s Local Plan (para 5.3) refers to and
reinforces the setting of densities in relation to PTAL in order to achieve ‘ appropriate density ranges for
suburban, urban and central locations which reflect the setting of a site in terms of its location, existing
building form and massing and public transport accessibility level’.
PROPOSED SCHEME: density of 215u/ha
Equivalent to the maximum permissible density in a
‘central’ area with a PTAL of 2/3
‘Central’ is defined as ‘areas with very dense
development, a mix of different uses, large building
footprints and typically buildings of four to six
storeys, located within 800 metres walking distance
of an International, Metropolitan or Major town
centre.’ *

APPROVED SCHEME: density of 122u/ha
Equivalent to the mid-level density in an ‘urban’ area
with a PTAL of 2/3
‘Urban’ is defined as ‘areas with predominantly
dense development such as, for example, terraced
houses, mansion blocks, a mix of different uses,
medium building footprints and typically buildings of
two to four storeys, located within 800 metres
walking distance of a District centre or, along main
arterial routes.’ *

It is worth noting that even at the lower density of the approved scheme (122u/ha), a suburban setting
would need a PTAL of 4-6 to support this density. With a PTAL of 2/3 the maximum density a suburban
setting is considered capable of supporting is 95u/ha*.
(*London Housing Design Guide density matrix)
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4 Layout
4.1 Local plan SPD (Residential Design Guidance)
Site layout 9.1 ‘Layout refers to how buildings and public and private spaces are arranged on a site, and how
they relate to the buildings and space around the site. The layout informs the character and uniqueness of a
place, and provides the basic framework on which all other aspects of the development depend.’
Movement and Accessibility: Legibility 10.5: ‘Places should ‘make sense’ to the people who use them. The
use of townscape features (e.g. gateways, nodes, landmarks, edges, views and vistas) is encouraged to give
the development a clear identity and make the layout easy to understand for residents and visitors.’

4.2 Design Comparison
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Generic approach and lack of visual amenity
All the blocks are similar in terms of footprint,
resulting in a uniformity of layout. Flat blocks have
been placed centrally in each square of a grid which
is imposed on the site. It is this grid which generates
the plan rather than any reference to the
surrounding context. It is a generic layout rather
than a site specific one and does not relate to the
grain of the suburban streets in the surrounding
area. The applicant states that the scheme features
‘a variety of typologies’ and a ‘rich sense of place’
(Design and Access Statement, part1), but this is
simply not what is shown on the drawings.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Contextual approach and site-specific response
enhancing visual amenity
Each block has its own identity which is evident in
the different footprints; linear flat blocks tapered at
the park end; a single tall block; a traditional terrace
and a low rise apartment block. This intrinsic variety
of building typologies is at the heart of the design;
differences express themselves in the massing and
elevations of buildings, significantly enhancing visual
amenity.

A variety of footprints, massing and building typologies

A generic grid overlaid on the site, resulting in uniform
footprints and massing and repetitive building typologies

The scheme is contextual in its design approach. A
four storey terrace runs along western edge of the
site, referencing neighbouring dwellings in New
Barnet and acting as a buffer to the railway line. It
not only provides a sense of enclosure to the
development, but also, being low rise, preserves
views above it to the wooded embankment beyond.
Thus at almost any point on the site, there is an
awareness of the natural surroundings, wooded
embankment to the west and open space to the
east, which contributes to a strong sense of place.
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Layout: design comparison (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Lack of permeability and blocked views detract from
the ‘legibility’ of the site
The applicant states that that the desire for
permeability in terms of views towards Victoria
Recreation Ground has informed the design.
However, the rigid grid ensures that views are little
more than glimpses between blocks. The decision to
place the tallest buildings in a central row has a
particularly detrimental, effect especially for the flats
which back onto the railway line.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Permeability and views through the site which
enhance ‘legibility’ and sense of place
The tapered footprints of blocks C to F ‘plug into’
the contextual design approach; they are planned to
provide generous landscaped ‘corridors’ which open
up towards views of Victoria Recreation ground.
Even the houses at the back of the site retain views
right through to its eastern boundary.

From the western edge of the site, views of Victoria

Site analysis of the view of the recreation ground from a
town house first floor terrace. An in depth analysis of
views formed part of the planning submission.

Recreation Ground are almost entirely blocked.

Similarly, views of the wooded embankment rising up
behind the site are restricted to glimpses between
the five and seven storey blocks to the west of Spine
Road and, from the park, are obstructed by the
successive offsetting of the three rows of flat blocks.
The seven storey flats overlooking the park are
orientated with their long edge facing the park,
effectively creating a ‘wall’ of building blocking views
into the site.

Conversely, from the park, the eastern elevations of
the four tapered flat blocks appear as a series of
pavilions behind the trees. These frame views to
the terraced houses and the wooded railway
embankment beyond.

The narrower ends of the 5 storey blocks read as
‘pavilions,’ and sit comfortably behind existing trees

Seven storey blocks are orientated with the longer
elevation addressing the park, creating a wall of high rise
building which dominates the park. Eight and nine storey
blocks behind block views into the site

The applicant’s account of pre application meeting
discussions on layout are not supported by the design
presented in their drawings:
‘During pre-application discussions, it was
acknowledged that notable improvement has been
made to the site layout from the approved schemes,
including connections to the park, permeability
through the pavilion blocks and re-calibration of scale
across the site.’ Planning Statement 7.38
In fact, permeability through the new development
and connections with the park have been lost and the
scale has been ‘re-calibrated’ so that it no longer
bears any relationship to its suburban context.

Consideration of permeability informs the layout;
the landscaping and layout of flat blocks C to F form
a soft edge with the park: ‘These garden spaces
have provided the underpinning concept and
narrative for the scheme acting as ‘Green Fingers’
that extend the park into the former gas works site.’
(Planning Design and Access statement)

Aerial view of the flat blocks: landscaping as
………‘Green Fingers’ that link with the park.
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5 Effect of layout and massing on noise
The sound and vibration report for the approved
scheme notes that ‘The dominant noise source in the
existing noise climate was noted to be train noise’
(5.4). This is not mentioned in the report for the
proposed scheme although the daytime acoustic
analysis of the site (left) clearly shows the effect of
train noise.

Daytime Noise Analysis (Current Proposed Scheme: Noise
Report, Appendix 5)

Built form can act as an effective barrier to noise; in
this diagram the middle row blocks and those facing
the park can be seen acting as a ‘shield’ in relation to
railway noise, casting a shadow of green, (low levels of
noise) on their eastern side.

5.1 Design Comparison
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Individual blocks allow train noise to penetrate
Placing free standing flat blocks along the western
boundary means that noise is able to pass through
the gaps between blocks. This is clear in the acoustic
assessment of outdoor amenity spaces; the area
between blocks E and F, at 57dB, is the most
adversely affected by noise and does not meet BS
recommendations:
‘The acoustic environment of external amenity areas
that are an intrinsic part of the overall design should
always be assessed and noise levels should ideally
not be above the range 50 – 55 dB’ (4.2.2.3: Noise
Impact Assessment).

APPROVED SCHEME:
Terraced housing acts as a screen / noise barrier
and reduces noise from trains across the whole site
Recording noise levels for blocks C to F, the report
for this scheme notes that, ‘the actual noise levels
could be lower than this due to screening from blocks
in the proposed development adjacent to the railway
line’ (6.1)

Increasing densities adjacent to the railway line
Building flats to seven stories increases the number
of dwellings overlooking the railway line.
The density of this scheme means that there are a
total of 110 flats with habitable rooms directly
facing the railway, including 183 single aspect
habitable rooms. All but eight of these flats are
allocated either as London Affordable rent or shared
ownership (see section 8), meaning that the poorest
occupants are reserved the poorest quality
accommodation.
The flats have been planned without any
modifications made to the layout in view of their
proximity to the railway line. Block E is slightly
different, with deck access on the railway side, but
standard internal planning means that here too,
many habitable rooms face the railway line.

Restricting densities adjacent to the railway line
Only one flat block (Block B) backs onto the railway.
This means that there are just 20 flats with
habitable rooms facing the track together with a
terrace of 28 houses. In total, this is less than half
the number of dwellings than in the current
proposed scheme which directly face the railway. In
the flats, 46 habitable rooms facing the track are
single aspect.
All the houses are dual aspect and therefore benefit
from shielding from train noise on one side,
compensating for habitable rooms (84 in the houses)
facing the railway. Flats have been designed to
address noise issues: the double core arrangement in
Block B allows for some dual aspect flats and the
four flats in Block G are screened from train noise by
the position of shared circulation on the railway side.

The terrace form
acts as a physical
barrier to train
noise
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Effect of layout and massing on noise: design comparison (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
APPROVED SCHEME:
Road noise; urban streets result in noise ‘canyons’
Road noise; less enclosure allows noise to dissipate
The acoustic diagram (previous page) shows a
Houses and flat blocks on the central route through
concentration of noise along the main access route,
the site, Osbourne Avenue, are lower (four and five
Spine Road. This is typical of the acoustic effect of an floors respectively) than flat blocks overlooking the
urban street, with tall buildings to either side
main route through the proposed scheme (which are
effectively trapping noise. The conclusion of the
mostly seven, eight and nine storeys). This allows
noise report recommends that flats overlooking
traffic noise to dissipate more easily.
Spine Road (together with those overlooking the
Lower densities also mean that Osbourne Avenue
railway, Albert Road and Victoria Road) are supplied will be less trafficked than Spine Road. In the
with appropriately specified acoustic trickle vents. In approved scheme, it is only the flats looking onto
effect, a new road has been created with noise
Victoria Road which are noted to be adversely
pollution levels that are severe enough to require
affected by traffic noise.
mitigating.

6 Effect of layout and massing on daylight and sunlight
6.1 Design comparison
PROPOSED SCHEME:
APPROVED SCHEME:
Closely spaced, high rise blocks overshadow
Low rise development , more generously spaced,
habitable rooms, particularly on lower floors
gives good daylight readings in habitable rooms
Building at such a high density compromises daylight Building at lower densities results in decent daylight
levels in habitable rooms; in this scheme a significant and sunlight levels in habitable rooms. The report
number of habitable rooms fail to meet
for the approved scheme records ‘many rooms
recommended standards. The daylight report is
achieving values far in excess of the recommended
inaccurate in that it shows the recommended level
minimum’ (7.1.4).
for a living/kitchen/dining room as 1.5% whereas, if
the room contains a kitchen, this figure should be
2%. No ground floor recordings are given for any of
the blocks (and this would be the most compromised
floor) so it would be safe to assume that, where
upper floors fail to meet recommended daylighting
standards the lower levels would fall even further
below minimum recommended levels.
Appendix B of the daylight and sunlight report shows
that many living/kitchen/dining rooms fall well
below recommended daylighting levels, particularly
on the lower floors in the middle row blocks (see
table next page). The lowest recorded levels, at
0.3% and 0.4%, fall far short of the requirement of
2% and are found in kitchen/living/dining rooms in
blocks B2 and C2.

View of the 5 storey flat blocks: low rise, well-spaced
blocks result in good daylight and sunlight levels in
habitable rooms as well as ensuring that a better level of
privacy for the occupants is maintained.
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Effect of layout and massing on daylight and sunlight: design comparison ( contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
APPROVED SCHEME:
Daylighting to living/kitchen/dining rooms (B1 ,C1, D1)
Proposed levels
st
nd
st
nd
1
2
BRE
1 Floor
2 Floor
level B1
C1
B1
C1
D1
R7
1.5* 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 R6
0.9 0.9
R 10 1.5* 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0
R9 0.8 0.9
R 19 1.5* 0.8 1.1 1.2 1.1 R16 1.0 1.1
R 22 1.5* 1.4 1.3 1.8 1.4 R18 1.2 1,3

*BRE figure for rooms containing a kitchen should
be 2%. Target figures shown are incorrect.
Table showing daylight levels in living kitchen diners
(middle row blocks). Some L/K/Ds on the fourth and
sixth floors do not meet the 2% target.

The 2014 daylight and sunlight report (which, with
the exception of Block A, covers the buildings in this
comparison) analysed the daylight and sunlight to
rooms within block E which face blocks F and D,
therefore giving a 'worse case' sample.
Out of 88 rooms tested, the analysis showed that
eleven of these(to living kitchen dining rooms) fell
short of the 2% recommended for a room containing
a kitchen but only one of these fell short (at 1.29%)
of the 1.5% recommended for living rooms.
Paragraph 7.1.5 concludes that, ‘These values
demonstrate the potential for good day lighting
levels to be received.’

Where distances between
flat blocks are smallest (at
their widest end), oriel
windows with obscured
glazing in one panel, prevent
overlooking. All distances
between blocks are clearly
dimensioned on drawings.

B1

B2

Distances between
blocks are not
dimensioned but appear
likely to be well below
21M in this case,
compromising privacy in
habitable rooms.

Internal angles and closely spaced blocks affect privacy
as well as daylighting, exacerbating overlooking issues.

In block E, all the kitchen dining rooms analysed are
well below the requirement of 2%. L/K/Ds on the
first, second and fourth floor also fall short of this
target.

Sunlight to habitable rooms
The BRE recommendation is that all habitable rooms
have at least one window which receives a minimum
of 25% of annual available sunlight hours, including
5% of available winter sun. The daylight and sunlight
report found that only 70% of rooms meet BRE
guidelines in achieving recommended level of
sunlight (12.3)

Considerations of daylight, sunlight, views and privacy
are a key part of the design as illustrated in this analysis
(above). Details such as obscured glazing to balconies
increase levels of privacy.

Sunlight to habitable rooms
The 2014 daylight and sunlight report tested the
worst case scenario in Block E (as for daylight) and
found that all rooms met BRE guidelines (7.2.2)
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7 Effect of layout and massing on external landscape
7.1 Design Comparison
PROPOSED SCHEME:
External spaces are dominated by the height and
mass of the buildings. Landscaped areas are
created in the incidental ‘left over’ spaces.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Landscaping is a key part of the layout with ‘green
fingers’ connecting with the park. Lower rise
buildings make a positive contribution to landscape.

The main pedestrian route through the site is dominated
by high rise buildings.

The main pedestrian route through the site is
experienced as an extension of the park; the creation of
pleasant, landscaped spaces is central to this scheme.
Lower rise development is not overbearing.

Amenity Space
The courtyard gardens are surrounded by blocks of
7, 8 and 9 storeys. The elevations to these
(below)are austere, possibly as a result of LBB
feedback encouraging ‘a more simplified approach to
materiality’ (second pre-planning meeting as
recorded in the Planning Statement).
Communal
gardens are
surrounded by tall
buildings and are
consequently
overshadowed.

Amenity Space
The east west orientation of the gardens between
the flat blocks means that, even when the sun is
lower in the sky, in mornings and afternoons, they
are not adversely affected by overshadowing. A full
set of sun-path diagrams clearly illustrates this.
Communal gardens
between blocks open
up to the park.

st

Sun path diagrams for 21 June
show plenty of sunlight in
communal gardens throughout
the day.

Austere elevations of 7,8 and 9 storeys (above)
overshadow the communal garden areas
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Effect of layout and massing on external space: design comparison (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
APPROVED SCHEME:

P
P
)

P
P
)

Shadow analysis for
st
21 March (left)
Area of amenity
receiving at least 2
hours of sunlight on
st
21 March is shown
in yellow.
Low rise buildings
with setbacks allow
plenty of sunlight
into landscaped
amenity spaces.

P
P
)

st

Permanent shadow analysis on 21 March (above). The
BRE guideline for overshadowing requires 50% of any
garden or amenity area to receive at least two hours of
sunlight on the 21st March ( P = play spaces: 0-4yrs)

The lack of diagrammatic information in the daylight
= there are no sun path
and sunlight report is striking;
P to assess
diagrams so it is not possible
overshadowing at different) times of day throughout
the year and the one relevant diagram (above) is
presented without commentary. Two further
diagrams which appear in the DAS, again without
any commentary, are excluded from the report.
Two out of the three private play spaces provided in
this scheme appear to be overshadowed on 21st
March, being adversely affected by the ‘stuck-on’
sections to Blocks B2 and C2 (which block southerly
light). Moreover, one of the courtyard gardens only
just meets minimum requirements (50%) and this
figure is achieved by including every ‘scrap’ of
ground available, including a pathway adjacent to
Block C1. In reality, this is not amenity space. The
area to the north does not have a percentage
recorded so is impossible to assess. These gardens,
which constitute the main private amenity space,
will suffer from overshadowing even though, overall,
the report (section 11.1) concludes that BRE
guidelines are met. The lack of supporting evidence
suggests that, at the very least, the margins of
compliance may be slim. Inclusion of areas which are
not strictly speaking amenity space is questionable.
The assertion (DAS, 11.4) that there is ‘a high level of
sunlight’ is incorrect.
The DAS records that at the second preplanning
meeting, LBB feedback was to develop ‘detail of
landscaping to assist mitigating the proposed height
and massing’. However, any amount of landscape
detail cannot prevent overshadowing of external
spaces between closely spaced, high rise buildings
and the sense of being ‘hemmed in’ for users.

The amenity area North of Block F falls just below
the BRE guideline (50% of the space to receive two
hours of sunlight on 21st March) because of the
irregular boundary. Otherwise, all amenity spaces
which form part of this comparison meet this
requirement (7.3.2 Daylight and Sunlight report).
Looking at the diagrammatic evidence, it is clear that
they do so comfortably.

st

Sun path diagrams for 21
March, analysing the extent of
sunlight in outdoor areas
throughout the day.

The 21st March sun path diagram (above) shows how
the orientation of the blocks allows sunlight into
communal gardens in the afternoons – despite a low
sun at this time of year. Further analysis provided for
the summer months (previous page), when outdoor
amenity spaces will be most used, indicates excellent
levels of sunlight and minimal overshadowing.
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Effect of layout and massing on external space: design comparison (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
APPROVED SCHEME:
Analysis of overshadowing in the report concludes
that, ‘As it is in the summer months when the
external amenity areas are more likely to be used, it
is important to also consider the transient
overshadowing on 21 June and…it can be seen that
due to the orientation and positioning of the
buildings, the vast majority of the external amenity
areas will receive good levels of direct sunlight
throughout the day. (7.3.3)

This model (from the daylight and sunlight report) shows
how, because of the north south orientation and height
of the blocks, the majority of the garden spaces will be
overshadowed in the morning. The same will be true in
the afternoon.

Play space provision
With lower densities, there is sufficient open space
to create dedicated play space for more children;
there are seven play spaces for children aged 0-4
years and six for children aged 5- 11 years.

Play space provision
Opportunities for creating dedicated outdoor play
areas are limited; provision is for under 5s only.
There are three private and two public play areas.

8 Housing provision
8.1 Unit mix
Architectural projects are required to fulfil the planning brief. In this context, the brief, in very basic terms
could be considered as the provision of housing in relation to housing needs in the area. The Local Plan (Core
Strategy) makes it clear that recent developments have been ‘skewed’ towards flatted developments (1 and
2 bed flats constituting 80% of new homes) even though one in four households state that their current
accommodation is too small. 20% of households are planning on moving within two years and 60% of these
aspiring movers hope to stay within Barnet (para 9.2.4). The document acknowledges that ‘Barnet’s Core
Strategy has to address the demands for family accommodation at lower densities...’ (9.2.7)
Paragraph 9.2.13 looks more specifically at a desirable housing mix:
‘Our dwelling size priorities are for family accommodation across all tenures:
 For social rented housing – homes with 3 bedrooms are the highest priority
 For intermediate affordable housing – homes with 4 bedrooms are the highest priority
 For market housing – homes with 4 bedrooms are the highest priority, homes with 3 bedrooms are a
medium priority’
A comparison of unit provision shows that 30 % of the approved scheme consists of 3 and 4 bed dwellings
whereas only 19% of the proposed scheme provides 3 bed dwellings (and these are all 5 rather than 6
person units). There are no 4 bed dwellings at all in the current proposal.
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Fulfillment of the planning brief: housing provision (contd.)
Comparison of unit mix
PROPOSED SCHEME (652 dwellings)
I BED
210
32%
2 BED
321
49%
3 BED
121
19%

APPROVED SCHEME (371 dwellings)
I BED
84
23%
2 BED
174
47%
3 BED
83
22%
4 BED
30
8%

A note on study space
A noticeable difference between the schemes is that the design of the houses in the approved scheme has
extended circulation spaces (for example at the top of a staircase) to allow for dedicated space for study.
Tightly planned flats do not offer any opportunity to design in similarly ‘flexible’ space. With the growing
trend for homeworking highlighted by the current coronavirus crisis, designing in areas for work is extremely
important. There are no dedicated areas for study/home working in the proposed scheme, simply small
desks shown in bedrooms.

8.2 Allocation of affordable housing
PROPOSED SCHEME:
It is not unusual in mixed tenure developments to
allocate social housing in the least favourable
locations, a pattern which is immediately obvious in
the proposed scheme; 100% of the London
Affordable Rent (LAR) housing has been located in
flat blocks adjacent to the railway (all but two flats
are in Blocks G, F1 and E which are allocated solely
to LAR units). Sixty-six percent of this provision has
habitable rooms directly facing the track. Internal
arrangements for these flats show no adjustment to
mitigate noise – they are identical in design to flats
elsewhere on the site.
Shared ownership flats are split between the
remaining two blocks which back onto the railway
(F3 and F2) and Blocks H, J1 and J2 on Victoria Road apart from eight shared ownership flats which are in
C1 and D1.
AT a meeting in March with local residents from the
‘Save New Barnet’ group, the developer claimed that
the scheme was ‘tenure blind’. The drawings show
this to be incorrect; in fact a swathe of social housing
has been allocated along the entire western
boundary, backing onto the railway with poor
outlook and detrimentally affected by noise.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Although social housing is similarly allocated in the
approved scheme (in units closest to Victoria Road
and the railway), there is just one block (Block B)
backing onto the railway. This block contains a mix
of shared ownership and London Affordable Rent
units. There are no blocks in the approved scheme
allocated to just one type of tenure.
Other units which face the railway are private for
sale so there is not a sense that social housing has
been allocated in a single (unfavourable) section of
the site. Twenty eight of the private for sale units
are houses.
It should also be noted that quality of the flats in
Block B is high. The DAS (8.9) states that, ‘The
affordable housing is designed to the same high
standard as the whole development and as such the
two are indistinguishable.’ This quality is evident in
the spacious overall areas of flats; 3 bed (5p) flats
are over 100sqm (the LHDG minimum is 74sqm) and
16 out of 19 2 bed (4p) flats are over 80sqm (the
LHDG minimum is 70sqm). This compares favourably
with the current proposal in which flat areas are set
at or fractionally above minimum standards*.
Private outdoor amenity spaces are also generous
with setbacks creating large terraces for many flats.
*Nationally described space standards for housing
(also in LHDG)
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9 Detail design: shared circulation
Well-designed shared circulation is critical to the success or failure of flat design. This section looks at how
the two schemes compare in fulfilling design guidelines set out in the London Housing Design Guide, Section
3, ‘From Street to Front Door’. These provisions are integrated into Barnet’s SPG which ‘seeks to provide a
convenient and accessible guide to implementing the key London Plan policies to housing development
including quality and design. (2.6)

9.1 Corridor access
The London Housing Design Guide (3.1) states: ‘Many recent developments create spaces that are alienating
in scale and lack this sense of ownership. A good example of this are [sic] apartment buildings with long,
double loaded corridors. These are more suited to a short-stay hotel and do little to foster a permanent
sense of home. The Mayor is committed to encouraging alternatives to these patterns of housing.’
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Nearly all cores with eight flats per floor. Seven
blocks accessed directly from double loaded
corridors with long travel distances to staircases.
High density, combined with the single core design,
means that access to the majority of these flats is
via long, artificially lit double loaded corridors.
Poorly designed circulation is evident in the
following:
 Excessive corridor length impacts negatively in
many cases on the distance from staircase to
individual front doors. A distance of 31m is
recorded in Blocks B1 and C1.
 Flats are accessed via corridors (rather than
grouped around lobbies). An impersonal ‘hotellike’ quality results.
 In 288 flats (blocks A, B1, C1, D1, B2, C2 and D2),
on many floors the number of flats per core is
pushed to the recommended maximum* of eight
per floor.
 In Block A (ten storeys), a window to the
communal corridor is located in a dead end
space which doesn’t form part of the circulation
route. Corridors are mechanically ventilated
which will add to maintenance costs.
These features increase the internal, ‘short stay
hotel’ ambience, doing little to foster a sense of
community. Long distances from flats to cores can
lead to problems around refuse disposal. Blind
corners in corridors and dead end spaces also
increase the risk of anti-social behaviour.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Cores arranged with four or five flats (max six) per
floor accessed from lobbies with short travel
distances to staircase.
There is only one block (Block B) which features a
long corridor and its main purpose is to provide a
secondary means of escape (there are two cores)
rather than everyday access. Flats are mostly
grouped in fours or fives, sharing a lobby which is
close to the stair core. Escape distances are kept to
a minimum. Lobbied access fosters a sense of
community.
Carefully planned circulation means that:
 Longer corridors (Block B only) serve a fire
escape role rather than being used for everyday
access. The distance from staircase to individual
front doors is, in almost all cases, short.
 Flats are grouped around lobbies. These are fire
lobbies but they also help create a sense of
neighbourliness and community.
 In five storey flats, the number of flats per core
on each floor is mostly four or five (with a
maximum of six in). Only one block (Block A) has
eight flats per floor sharing a single core.
 In Block A (eight storeys), a window lights the
main lift lobby and provides views to the outside.
Considerations of natural daylight and
ventilation inform the internal layout.
These features enhance the everyday experience
‘from street to door’ and help foster a sense of
community. There are also advantages from a fire
safety aspect (see section 6).

*Recommendation in 3.2 of LHDG taken from ‘Living at
Superdensity, Design for Homes’ (2007)
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9.2 Ventilation and daylight in corridors
The LHDG notes that: ‘Where dwellings are accessed via an internal corridor, the corridor should receive
natural light and adequate ventilation ‘(3.2.3). The proposed scheme fails to meet this standard; natural
light cannot be achieved in long, double loaded corridors. Ninety degree turns in many flat blocks also mean
that often there isn’t even a view to a distant window. Only Blocks E and F1 are described as being naturally
ventilated (DAS, section 6.). A further note (section 8) mentions mechanical ventilation systems –
presumably for the other blocks. Without a detailed ventilation report, a proper assessment is not possible.

9.3 Number of dwellings per core
The LHDG (3.2) says, ‘Both the number of people and the number of dwellings sharing each access core will
affect how intensively the space will be used. The safe maximum in terms of dwellings per core is generally
considered to be 25.’ It would therefore not be unreasonable to assume that over 25, as in the proposed
scheme, is potentially unsafe. The LDHG requires audiovisual entry systems for blocks above this maximum
and these are supplied in the current proposal (DAS, 8.4). However, if not properly maintained, the safety of
residents will be compromised.
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Eleven of the twelve blocks significantly exceed the
LHDG recommended limit of 25 dwellings per core 521 dwellings in all.
At a meeting in March, the applicant informed
residents from SNB that 40 dwellings per core was
the maximum proposed. This was incorrect; the
maximum number of dwellings per core is 67, almost
3 times the LHDG recommended safe maximum.

APPROVED SCHEME:
Only one block (Block A) significantly exceeds the
25 dwelling per core limit; 52 dwellings share the
single core.
The increase in size of Block A was a compromise
made with Barnet residents. All of the remaining
blocks have been carefully designed to ensure that
fewer than 25 dwellings share a core.

Fairview: dwellings per core
Block
No units Block

No units

Approved scheme: dwellings per core
Block
No units

A
G
F3
F2
F1
E

59
59
59
42
42
46

A
B (core 1)
C (core 1)
D(core 1)
E(core 1)
F(core 1)

67
20
37
30
44
36

B1
C1
D1
B2
C2
D2

52
11
23
23
23
23

(core 2)
(core 2)
(core 2)
(core 2)
(core 2)

23
21
21
21
21

10 Fire Safety: proposed scheme
10.1 Stay put policy
Fairview has adopted a ‘stay-put’ evacuation strategy for the flat blocks in which ‘only the occupants of the
apartment containing the fire (the ‘flat of origin’) are expected to make an escape’. (6.1 Fire Strategy report).
This strategy is designed for high density buildings to prevent large numbers of residents cramming narrow
staircases to escape fire. It was introduced in the 1960s in response to the challenges of fire safety in newly
fashionable tower blocks. However, in the light of recent disasters where this policy was cited as a factor in
loss of life, (Lakanal House in 2009 and Grenfell Tower in 2017), this seems a controversial strategy to adopt.
Indeed after the Grenfell fire, Dany Cotton (London’s fire chief) ‘warned that the lack of knowledge about
which high-rise blocks were able to withstand blazes meant advice to residents to “stay put” and await
rescue may no longer be viable..’ (Evening Standard; 16.10.2019)
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Fire Safety: proposed scheme (cont.)

10.2 Fire engineered solutions
All the flat blocks in the proposed scheme have a single core. Flats in seven of the blocks are accessed by
corridors requiring a ‘fire engineered solution’ (mechanical ventilation) because they are well in excess of
the 7.5M which is set as the usual maximum for this type of building. In the worst case (Blocks B1 and C1), a
distance of 31M between entrance door and lift/stair is recorded. Even for a fire engineered solution, this is
beyond recommendations; Smoke Control Association guidance (2015 revision) notes that ‘Despite the
absence of suitable research in this area, designers should be aware that single direction travel distances
over 30m in length (measured from the staircase door to the furthest flat entrance door) in common escape
routes are considered to present onerous conditions for fire fighters. It is therefore recommended that they
are not proposed.’
The DAS (section 8.3) notes that ‘all buildings over 18m / 6 floors will be fitted with sprinklers’ and Building
Regs accepts the use of sprinklers ‘as a compensatory feature where provisions in this document are varied
in some way’ (B1: 0.16). Blocks allocated as social housing (E, F1 and F3), which are 7 storeys should then,
presumably, also be sprinklered even though layouts are compliant with standard Building Regs. A note on
the plans would be useful as confirmation of the developer’s intentions. Maintaining a sprinkler system has
long term maintenance and therefore cost implications. If these systems are not properly maintained, the
safety of residents in the future will be compromised.

A distance of 31 M is
recorded from flat
entrance door to lift/stair
(Block B1).

Open plan flat layouts

In some cases, open plan arrangements result in front doors leading directly into the living space - which
means there is only one door (the front door) between the kitchen and the communal escape route. In two
of the flats show here (Block B1) the kitchen area is immediately adjacent to the door, posing a considerable
risk of blocking the residents’ sole means of escape – critical in a ‘flat of origin’. This arrangement also makes
the ingress of smoke into the communal escape route much more likely in the event of fire. Escape for
occupants in flats on the southern end of this block would be compromised.
A similar open plan flat layout is illustrated in part B1 of the Building Regulation (diagram 3) and is
reproduced in 6.2.1 (Fire Strategy Report). However, the kitchen in this diagram is furthest from the front
door, not adjacent to it and the note requires that ‘cooking facilities are remote from the entrance door’. It
would appear that these flats do not comply with Building Regulations and at present, there is no evidence
that the LFB considers sprinklers as sufficient compensation for this arrangement.
The building regulations diagram (left) which shows
the kitchen furthest from the flat entrance rather
than adjacent to it - as in the proposal
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Fire Safety: proposed scheme (cont.)
Open plan flats which do not comply with building regulations are also found in the 10 storey Block A. Apart
from the provision of two lifts, Block A is designed in the same way as lower blocks with flats accessed from
the communal corridor. Open plan layouts are often the result of an attempt to reduce flat sizes to a
minimum – no space is taken up for circulation. Overall areas of plots 40, 41 and 44 (below) for example, are
designed to minimum space standards so incorporating a lobby would reduce the size of the living room to
below the minimum room size. Plot 41, in fact is shown at a reduced minimum *of 37sqm.
Again, there is no record in the information supplied that the LFB considers provision of a sprinkler system to
be enough to compensate for this potentially dangerous open plan arrangement.
*Nationally Described Space
Standards.
(A one bed flat for one person can be
reduced from 39sqm to 37sqm with a
shower room rather than a bathroom)

Three flats on this floor of Block A
(plots 40, 41 and 44) show open plan
arrangements which do not comply
with standard building regulations
arrangements.

Plot 41

10.3 Refuse arrangements
As well as extended travel distances and open plan flats, a relaxation to refuse arrangements is proposed.
The fire strategy notes that ’normally a refuse store should not open into an escape route’ but it is suggested
that it will be acceptable here because it is separated by a lobby, the corridor is ventilated and the building is
sprinklered.

10.4 Use of flammable materials
The Planning Statement records that uPVC windows were agreed with Barnet Planning Department during
pre-planning meetings. However, uPVC windows are flammable and have been implicated in the spread of
flat fires. In the Lakanal House fire (2009), where six people died, the architect who had designed the flats in
1959 blamed the fire on the newly refurbished uPVC windows and cladding panels which he said, ‘helped
spread the flames and add to the hazards by producing deadly cyanide fumes.’ He specifically cited the
windows as ‘the main cause of the surface flame spread.’( Mail; 4.12.2009 and Hackney Citizen; 3.03.2010)and
noted that, ‘there was also a fire in the building in 1995 - when the block still had wooden windows - but on
that occasion the fire was contained within the flat in which it originated.’ The Lakanal House disaster has been
described as a “wake-up call” for local authorities, owners and landlords by Sir Ken Knight, the government’s
chief fire adviser (Hackney Citizen, 3.03.2010)
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11 Fire Safety: Approved Scheme
The cores in all the five storey flat blocks contain fewer than 25 households (as recommended in the Mayor’s
Housing Design Guide). Consequently, it is reasonable to plan for the stair to be used as a safe means of
escape in the event of fire. There is no need for a “stay put” strategy or a “fire engineered” solution.
Flat planning in the approved scheme accordingly follows standard guidelines (as set out in the building
regulations for buildings with a floor 4.5 metres or more above ground level) including limiting travel
distances and planning flats with a protected entrance lobby/hallway. This ensures that there are always two
doors between the kitchen and the communal lobby, reducing the likelihood of smoke filling the communal
escape route in the event of fire.
This arrangement is also a feature of the ‘Secure by Design’ strategy, providing extra security to flats,
described as an ‘air lock’ system in the DAS.
Communal lobbies
also provide extra
security for occupants
of the flats in the
approved scheme

Eastern end of Block C: in the approved
scheme, flats are grouped around a
communal lobby close to the core so travel
distances are kept to a minimum.

Block A (eight storeys)
Flats in Block A – the only tall building in the approved scheme - are provided with an additional layer of
protection from fire in the form of an intermediate lobby around which groups of four flats are arranged.
This means that in the event of fire there are three doors between the source of the fire and the communal
corridor.

Windows in the approved scheme are high
performance metal windows, which
perform far better in a fire than uPVC.

In the approved scheme, a well-placed
window in Block A provides the core
with natural light, ventilation and views
of Victoria Recreation Ground
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12 Elevations: materials and finishes
12.1 London Housing Design Guide
‘This guide also recognises that quality of detail is essential to really successful housing, and should not be
seen as secondary to good urban planning or the arrangement of dwellings. Beautiful doors, ceramic tiles,
elegant balustrades – little details like these can help housing developments go beyond the perfunctory, and
add delight and dignity to people's daily lives.’ London Housing Design Guide (introduction)

12.2 Design comparison: materials and finishes
PROPOSED SCHEME:
Elevation drawings for this scheme are all strikingly
similar. Whilst the architectural language of a
scheme should use a coherent palette of materials
and details, if these are not high quality and if the
detailing is stripped to a minimum, the visual quality
of the scheme will be poor. Acknowledgement that
this is the case with the proposed scheme is implicit
in the record of LBB feedback at pre planning
meetings; ‘Final elevations require further
refinement’ (meeting 4) and ‘Block A character to be
softened’ (meeting 2) imply that, as drawn, the
scheme is below standard. Suggestions made during
these meetings seem, however, to have made little
difference to the appearance of the scheme.

APPROVED SCHEME:
The delegated report to the planning approval refers
to both the overall development and the materials
used as ‘high quality’. In summarizing the design
approach, it states, ‘In respect of character and
appearance, the scheme employs a limited palette of
high quality materials, emphasizing brick facades
with set back bronze top floors. The materials and
contemporary architecture are applied across the
site. Buildings are broken down into elements of a
base, middle and top and a balance between
consistency, differentiation and interest between the
blocks is maintained across the site. The height, bulk,
scale and massing responds to the neighbours as well
as optimising the site density.’

Block A before and after amendments. These appear to
be limited to giving greater expression to the entrance
and using a darker brick for spandrel panels

Blocks B1, C1 and D1 before and after amendments:
differences are hardly noticeable and limited to the
expression of entrance doors and minor changes to the
fenestration.

Views of terraced houses and five storey flats, illustrating
the effective use of a limited palette of materials: the
architectural language unifies the scheme whilst
providing a high level of visual interest.
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Elevations: materials and Finishes (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
In the Design and Access statement, illustrations in
the section on ‘Architectural Language’ seem to be
little more than enlarged parts of the sitewide
elevation drawings. The effect is to highlight the
deficiencies and crudeness of the detailing which
reads as the surface application of a limited range of
‘features’. Detail design is limited to an attempt to
relieve flat facades with a narrow range of these
features (soldier courses, change in brick colour or
25mm recesses). Elevations appear to have been
considered as an afterthought rather than being
integrated within the whole design process.

APPROVED SCHEME:
The committee report on the 2017 revisions
comments that, ‘The design is visually pleasant, well
thought out and the materials and details are of high
quality. It is also considered that the facades are well
articulated and the fenestration rhythm is elegant
and clear.’
This rhythm is described by the architect in terms of
layering. The outer layer is a London stock brick and
the second layer of white brick is ‘used to accent the
main stock brick and focus on details to the windows
and elevations of particular importance… The third
material is a bronze coloured metal cladding that will
provide the inner layer that runs through the
buildings from north to south like a thread knitting
the family together.’ (DAS, 2014, section 4.6). Detail
design in this scheme is integrated within the overall
design strategy and results in a rich and varied visual
experience.

Three soldier courses of contrasting brick over lintels
might be intended to refer to the entrance porticos but,
in reality, look like a rather hefty decorative afterthought

Encouraged by LBB to ‘explore a creative, artistic
approach when designing the kiosk building’
(meeting 3), the result is an anonymous looking brick
box with a pitched roof.
The kiosk building: a
creative artistic
approach?

Three dimensional explorations of the design ‘language’
looking at layering of the three building materials in
different façade sections. This type of thinking was
integrated into the design strategy from the outset of
the design process.
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Elevations: materials and Finishes (contd.)
PROPOSED SCHEME:
The detail provided for materials is limited to an
illustration of two types of brick and two RAL colours
for the metal balconies. One drawing shows stone
sills but the extent to which these might be
incorporated in the overall scheme is not clear.

APPROVED SCHEME:
The architects have gone to considerable lengths to
provide information on materials and detailing,
issuing a whole series of drawings on ‘design intent’
such as examples of balconies and metal screens
(below).

Utilitarian balconies feature without variation across the
site. Balconies are metal. Windows, which look the
same in elevation drawings are, in fact, uPVC.

Information on windows, one of the key elements of
any scheme, is buried in a single comment recording
the fourth pre-application meeting that LBB has
‘confirmed acceptance of uPVC windows’. Not only
do these pose serious questions about fire safety
(see section10 above) but they are also regarded
poorly from an environmental point of view.

An integrated design approach: windows, balconies,
mansard rooves and privacy screens all in bronze
coloured metal.

A variety of balconies includes bronzed metal with
obscured glazing (for privacy) and brick (at high level) as
well as simple metal railings. Fully detailed drawings
(below) are provided.

Windows are high performance, bronze coloured
metal and include oriel windows (with one panel
obscured) where considerations of privacy need to
be taken into account.
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13 Conclusion
The two schemes analysed in this document represent very different approaches; the 2014 approved
scheme takes the local area as its starting point, not only in terms of responding to local context but also in
terms of taking the views of the local community into account. The scheme was designed to reinforce and
improve local character and subsequent amendments to the scheme were arrived at with a degree of
collaboration with the community. The result is a high quality development which fulfils the most
fundamental requirement of planning – it is a good design.
Good design is not just a matter of subjective aesthetics. As illustrated here, all sorts of practical
considerations and requirements are integral to the process. If the parameters for these requirements are
set at impossible levels, the design will undoubtedly be compromised. The driving force for the proposed
scheme appears to be achieving maximum densities, beyond even the level permitted in planning policy. In
doing so, the developer has disregarded the local context and shown no interest in delivering a scheme
which will benefit the local community. The application is compromised to the point that there are even
questions about its safety. But, at the most fundamental level, the failure here to produce a ‘good design’ is
a failure to provide decent homes in pleasant surroundings which improve the everyday quality of people’s
lives.
Perhaps it is best, at this point to let the NPPF speak for itself:



‘Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible from good planning, and should
contribute positively to making places better for people.’(Para 56)
‘Permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the opportunities
available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions, taking into account
any local design standards or style guides in plans or supplementary planning documents.’(Para 130

PROPOSED SCHEME:

APPROVED SCHEME:

Aerial view from the south-east

Aerial view from the south-east
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